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Molecular dynamics simulation of atomic-scale friction
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Molecular dynamics simulations of nanoindentation followed by nanoscratching were conducted on single
crystal aluminum„with the crystal set up in the~001! @100# orientation and scratching performed in the@100#
direction… at extremely fine scratch depths~from 0.8 nm to almost zero! to investigate the atomic-scale friction.
The friction coefficients at these depths were found to be rather high~;0.6!, nearly constant, and independent
of scratch depth except for zero depth when the magnitudes of the forces were extremely small. The high
values of the friction coefficient even at these fine scratch depths are attributed to the finite value of the scratch
force involved in breaking and reforming of the atomic bonds, the high negative rake angle generally presented
by the indenter~in the present case245°! at fine scratch depths, which results in higher normal force~about
twice the scratch force!, and the absence of any lubricating film or contaminant between the sliding surfaces.
The friction coefficient was also found to be close to the mean grinding coefficient, which is the ratio of the
cutting to the thrust force with a high negative rake tool. Consequently, it appears that whenever material
removal is involved in atomic-scale friction even at extremely fine scratch depths, the magnitude of the friction
coefficient can be high, dependent on the rake angle presented by the tool, and independent of the normal force.
This is because the magnitude of both normal and scratch forces increases with an increase in scratch depth and
negative rake angle. Both the scratch hardness and indentation hardness were found to increase with decreasing
scratch/indentation depth, strongly suggesting a size effect at fine scratch depths.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic hard disks~usually made of aluminum! are used
extensively in information storage systems. They are ge
ally finished very rapidly and very efficiently by ultraprec
sion machining using single-point diamond tools on an
pensive, highly rigid, high-precision machine tool. As t
demand for higher storage space increases, the distanc
tween the magnetic disk and the slider is being reduced
nificantly to nanometric dimensions~1–10 nm!. Wear of the
disk will further reduce this distance. As a result, the pos
bility of contact between the head and the disk resulting
adhesion, asperity contact, friction, and wear is increa
significantly.1–3 This will especially be the case if the lubr
cant fails. Also, sliders having extremely small mass~,10
mg! and very light contact loads~,1 mN! are being consid-
ered for ultrahigh-density recording devices using the po
recording technique.4 A similar situation applies for micro-
electromechanical systems and ultrahigh-density recordi
Friction and wear under these conditions are believed to
due to surface interaction forces at the atomic level rat
than the load5 because of light loads and extremely lig
weights of the sliders. It appears that the traditional mac
scopic theories of friction cannot be extended under th
conditions.

The ultimate goal of nanotribology is to design practica
zero wear devices with very small mass and extremely li
loads.2–5 Fundamental atomic-scale friction studies are
ticipated to throw light on the nature of the friction proces
the magnitudes of the friction force as well as the fricti
coefficient, and ultimately the relation between friction a
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~20!/14007~13!/$15.00
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wear, if any. Is the friction coefficient, low or high, unde
nanotribological conditions? What is its magnitude? Wha
its significance? Is it dependent on the normal load? Answ
to these and other questions are important in pursuanc
our knowledge in nanotribology. Understanding the scien
of nanotribology, therefore, is not only an intellectual cu
osity but a definite technological need. The fact that a lub
cating layer is provided between the disk and the read/w
head~slider! to reduce friction and wear is an indication th
without that, the friction coefficient is anticipated to be hig
However, some experimental studies using atomic-force
croscope and other devices report rather low fricti
values.6,7 Of course, these studies may involve the introdu
tion of a low friction coefficient lubricant either intentionall
or formedin situ with the environment.

Nanotribology involves dynamic atomic interactions
the interface of two materials in relative contact. This i
cludes adhesion, contact formation, nanoindentation, scra
ing, nanocutting, friction, wear, and lubrication.2–4 Consid-
erable research has been focused on the macrosc
microscopic, and atomistic behavior of friction. Oftentime
the microscopic and atomic behavior are combined into
nometric behavior. A number of theories such as the surf
roughness theory,8 the adhesion theory,9,10 the delamination
theory,11 and friction due to molecular interactions12–14have
been put forward to explain the origin of friction. Howeve
surface roughness theories fail to explain energy dissipa
and adhesion theories assume frictiona priori. Other mecha-
nisms, such as phonon interactions15 and electron
excitation,16 have also been suggested. Theories explain
the dependence of the friction coefficient on such extrin
14 007 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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factors as surface roughness,17–20 load,20–24 sliding
speed,19–21,25and hardness26 have also been proposed. How
ever, significant discrepancies exist on the nature and m
nitude of the friction coefficient and its dependence on
extrinsic factors.

In the field of tribology, the coefficient of friction is con
sidered as an important characteristic that can provide a
nificant insight into the frictional behavior of two contactin
surfaces. Unfortunately, a wide range of friction coefficie
values varying from extremely low~0.005!,6 to intermediate
values of;0.13,27 to high values of 1.2~Ref. 28! and 5~Ref.
29! have been reported in the literature. Consequently, th
is a genuine concern whether atomic-scale friction diff
significantly from the macroscopic or even microscopic fr
tion. Consequently, it is important to investigate the nature
atomic-scale friction in an attempt to provide a plausib
explanation for the discrepancies in the magnitude of frict
coefficient values observed by various researchers.

On the experimental side, atomic force microsco
~AFM! and scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!, intro-
duced a decade or so ago following the pioneering work
Binnig et al. in 1982,30 are used extensively to investiga
tribological interactions, such as adhesion, contact format
friction, wear, microindentation, etc.3–7 Mate et al.6 con-
ducted pioneering atomic-scale friction studies of a tungs
tip on graphite in the load range of 1mN using an AFM in
ambient air. They discovered that as the tip slides over
graphite surface, which has a hexagonal periodic arran
ment of surface atoms, the tip experienced a periodic frict
force with the same periodicity as the graphite structure t
relating for the first time the friction force variations with th
atomic structure of one of the sliding elements. They
ported the friction coefficient to be extremely low and in t
range of 0.005–0.015, depending on the tip geometry.
landssonet al.7 extended the friction studies of a tungsten
on a muscovite mica and found similar results. Analogous
the graphite-tungsten combination, they found the frict
force to vary with the same periodicity as the hexago
layers of SiO4 units that form the cleavage planes of mic
They estimated the average friction coefficient to be;0.09.
Skinner, Gane, and Tabor31 also reported extremely low fric
tion coefficients~0.005–0.02! for a tungsten tip sliding on
graphite surface in vacuum for loads in the range of 10–
mN. They considered at length the origin of the friction
force in the case of a tungsten stylus sliding on the ba
plane of graphite with little or no deformation. Flaking o
graphite was discounted as a possible mechanism for fric
at low loads as flaking is produced by a cleavage mechan
and not friction. They also pointed out that plastic deform
tion or shear is not observed in their experiments. Based
these observations, they proposed that the chief compo
of friction arises from an adhesion-type mechanism at
stylus/graphite interface. This is very similar to Kaneko
suggestion that friction and wear at extremely light loads
due to surface interaction forces at the atomic level rat
than the load.5

It may be noted that the use of the scanning probe mic
scopes, such as AFM and STM, involves significant co
time, and technological constraints. Also, the results can
influenced by such extrinsic factors as surface contamina
surface state, geometry of the slider, depth of sliding,
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Molecular dynamics~MD! simulation, which can also be
used for investigating atomic-scale phenomenon, is a via
alternative for the study of the atomic-scale friction proce
To simulate sliding at extremely small depths~in the order of
nm!, MD simulations of nanoindentation followed by nan
scratching were conducted in this investigation on a sin
crystal aluminum@with ~001!@100# combination of crystal
orientation and@100# direction of scratching# at extremely
fine scratch depths~0.8 nm to almost zero!. Values of the
scratch force~or friction force!, the normal force, the result
ant force, the specific energy~energy required for removing
unit volume of material!, the friction coefficient, the inden
tation hardness, and the scratch hardness for various sc
depths were determined. It may be pointed out that M
simulations of the indentation process have been reporte
significant detail in the literature.32–37 The emphasis of the
current investigation is not on the details of the indentati
scratching process but to study the atomic-scale friction
volving the friction coefficient at extremely fine scratc
depths reaching almost to zero depth. Further, unlike in
experimental work involving scanning probe microscop
such as AFM and STM, where the results are influenced
the stiffness of the system, in the MD simulation, it is po
sible to investigate the atomic-scale friction independent
the system characteristics. Although MD simulations of
many advantages, it is important to bear in mind that
interaction potentials used in such studies are, at best,
modestly accurate approximations to the true system po
tial. It is, therefore, important to determine the sensitivity
the conclusions drawn from these simulations to reason
variations of the potential parameters. It is also necessar
employ high cutting and/or sliding velocities to keep t
computational requirements of the study within accepta
limits. Because of this, appropriate caution needs to be e
cised in data interpretation. Alternatively, the number of
oms under consideration and, consequently, the comp
tional time can be reduced significantly by maintaining t
length of the work material being cut at a constant, as or
nally proposed by Belak, Boercker, and Stowers.38 In this
technique, the atoms in the work material after the to
passes are discarded and new atoms are added at the
end of the work material. This work was followed by Cha
drasekaranet al.39

It may be noted that in the case of friction experimen
involving scratching, the two forces involved are the scra
force and the normal force. The equivalent terms in cutti
grinding, etc., are the cutting~or the grinding! force and the
thrust force, respectively.

II. PREVIOUS MD SIMULATION STUDIES
OF ATOMIC-SCALE FRICTION

The variation of the friction coefficient with load sugges
the dependence of the mechanism of friction on the scal
interaction.40 Hence, it is necessary to understand the mec
nism of friction and the dependence of the friction coefficie
on extrinsic and intrinsic factors at the atomic level. Lan
man, Luedtke, and Ribarsky41 conducted MD simulation of
two contacting solids to evaluate the critical shear stress.
failure was reported to take place along the weakest plan
the softer material. In contrast to the low friction coefficien
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~0.005–0.015! reported using AFM,6,7 Landman, Luedtke,
and Ribarsky report friction coefficient values in the range
0.77. Buldum and Ciraci42 conducted MD simulation of
nanoindentation and sliding of a Ni tip on a Cu substra
with a sharp Ni~111! tool on a Cu~110! surface and a blun
Ni ~001! tip on a Cu~001! surface. An embedded-atom po
tential was used to simulate the metallic bonds of Ni and
A quasiperiodic variation in the force was reported duri
sliding of the sharp Ni tip on the Cu substrate. This w
attributed to the stick-slip process involving phase tran
tions. Accordingly, one layer of the asperity deforms a
matches the substrate during the first slip followed by t
asperity layers merging into one through structural transit
during the second slip. The ratio of the static to kinetic fr
tion force was reported to be;2.

Komanduri, Chandrasekaran, and Raff43 conducted MD
simulations of indentation/scratching on different crystal
graphic planes and directions of scratching to study the
isotropy in hardness and friction coefficient of single crys
aluminum at a constant scratch depth of 0.8 nm. They
ported friction coefficient values in the range of 0.6–0.9 w
the maximum along~001! @ 1̄10# and the minimum along
~110! @ 1̄10#. The value of the friction coefficient along~001!
@100# was reported to be 0.698. However, it was not cle

FIG. 1. Schematic of the indentation/sliding model used in
MD simulations showing various regions of interest, namely,
moving zone, the peripheral zone, and the boundary zone.
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from that study whether the friction coefficient would rema
the same or decrease with decrease in scratch depth
mately reaching to zero scratch depth values. This invest
tion was specifically undertaken at extremely low scra
depths with that objective in mind. In a related investigati
involving nanometric cutting of single crystal aluminum
various crystal orientations and directions of cutting, K
manduri, Chandrasekaran, and Raff44 reported anisotropy in
forces and specific energy in the range of 29%, which
close to the value of its anisotropy in the elastic ran
~21.9%!.45 A similar situation can exist for the dependen
of friction on crystallographic orientations although this h
not yet been investigated.

Kim and Suh40 conducted MD simulations of friction for
a single atom sliding nondestructively over a triangular s
face with a two-dimensional~2D! Lennard-Jones potentia
and a specified normal force. The normal force was kept v
low to avoid mechanical interactions such as plowing, asp
ity deformation, etc. The interfacial interaction was ke
strictly repulsive based on the justification that the repuls
forces are short-range forces and primarily responsible
supporting loads at the point of contact between two so
under applied force. In the case of static simulations, a p
odic oscillation of the tangential force and the normal for
as the atom scans the lattice was reported. The friction c
ficient was observed to oscillate between20.8 and 0.8 for a
case when the scan height was 1.1a, wherea is the lattice
parameter of the surface. In the case of constant force si
lations at similar scan height, the friction coefficient w
reported to vary between21.0 and 1.0. Average friction co
efficients of;0.05 were reported for elastic interaction b
tween the atom sliding over the work surface. Of course,
value would be much higher had they considered plastic
teractions as is the case with atomic-scale friction involv
material removal.

Shimizuet al.29 conducted MD simulation of friction of a
rigid diamondlike tool on a single crystal copper in the~111!
plane at 1 m/s to investigate stick-slip phenomena such
those observed using an AFM. A Morse potential was u
for the copper atoms and an interaction potential proposed
Inamura and Takezawa46 was used between copper and d
mond atoms. It may be noted that no diamond potentia
actually used in this case. Instead an infinitely hard inden

e
e

TABLE I. Morse potential parameters for some of the fcc and bcc metals~Ref. 48!.

Metal
Crystal

structure
Lattice con-

stant~Å!
a parameter

~Å21!
Equilibrium

radiusge ~Å!
D parameter

~eV!

Lead fcc 4.95 1.1836 3.733 0.2348
Aluminum fcc 4.05 1.1646 3.253 0.2703
Silver fcc 4.09 1.3690 3.115 0.3323
Copper fcc 3.62 1.3588 2.866 0.3429
Nickel fcc 3.52 1.4199 2.780 0.4205
Iron bcc 2.87 1.3885 2.845 0.4174
Chromium bcc 2.89 1.5721 2.754 0.4414
Molybdenum bcc 3.14 1.5079 2.976 0.8032
Tungsten bcc 3.165 1.4116 3.032 0.9906
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TABLE II. Computational parameters used in the MD simulation of indentation/scratch.

Configuration 3D indentation scratch
Work material Aluminum
Crystal structure fcc
Lattice constant 4.05~Å!

Potential used Morse potential parameters used:
D50.2703 eV,a51.1646 Å21, r 053.253 Å

Work material dimensions 6a325a315a, a-lattice constant
Indenter dimensions 6a315a315a, a-lattice constant
Indenter material Infinitely hard
Indenter edge radius Sharp edge
Indenter rake angle 245°
Indenter included angle 90°
Indentation/scratch depth 0.8–0.1 nm, sliding slightly below the surface,

and on the surface
Width of scratch 2.12 nm
Indentation/scratch speed 500 m/sec
Bulk temperature 293 K
sl
ric

el
to
was considered. They confirmed the atomic-scale stick-
phenomenon in friction. They also reported the average f
tion coefficients to vary from;0.5 to 5 while the maximum
friction coefficient varied from;4 to 19 depending on the
spring constant~5–100 N/m! and spring force~0.1–0.6! of
the system used.
ip
-

III. METHODOLOGY FOR MD SIMULATION
OF INDENTATION ÕSLIDING

A. IndentationÕSliding model of MD simulation

Figure 1 is a schematic of the indentation sliding mod
used in the MD simulation. The work material is divided in
e
th
FIG. 2. MD simulation plots
showing various stages of th
scratch process at a scratch dep
of 0.8 nm.
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FIG. 3. MD simulation plots
showing various stages of th
scratch process at a scratch dep
of 0.4 nm.
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three different zones, namely, the moving zone~P zone!, the
peripheral zone~Q zone!, and the boundary zone~B zone!.47

The motions of the atoms in the moving zone are determi
solely by the forces produced by the interaction potential
the direct solution of classical Hamiltonian equations of m
tion. The motions of the peripheral atoms are also calcula
from the solution of Hamiltonian equations but modified
the presence of velocity reset functions associated with e
atom in the peripheral zone. The boundary atoms are fixe
position and serve to reduce the edge effects and main
proper symmetry of the lattice. Details on this are given
Chandrasekaranet al.39

B. MD simulation conditions

MD simulations of nanoindentation/nanosliding we
conducted on single crystal aluminum on a Digitala work-
station~Model 500! with a clock speed of 500 MHz. In an
earlier study, based on nanometric cutting on various cry
orientations and cutting directions, Komanduri, Cha
drasekaran, and Raff44 recommended that the~001! @100#
combination be used for simulating machining/scratching
only one orientation has to be used, as it represents co
tions close to macroscale cutting of polycrystalline materia
Consequently, in this investigation, the crystal was se
with ~001!@100# orientation and scratching performed alo
d
d
-
d

ch
in
in

al
-

if
di-
.
p

the @100# direction. For convenience, an infinitely har
~nickel! tool was used in these simulations as wear of
indenter is not considered. The empirical potential used
the simulation was a pairwise sum of Morse potentials:

Vi j 5D$exp@22a~r i j 2r e!#22 exp@2a~r i j 2r e!#%,

wherer e andr i j are equilibrium and instantaneous distanc
between atomsi and j, respectively.D and a are constants
determined on the basis of the physical properties of
material. For example,r e , a, andD are obtained from the
closest spacing between the atoms~equilibrium lattice spac-
ing!, the Debye temperature, and the sublimation energy,
spectively. Table I gives the parameters of the Morse pot
tials for some of the fcc and bcc metals after Girifalco a
Weizer.48 The validity of the function as well as the stabilit
of the crystal for a given material is checked for vario
properties including cohesive energy, the lattice constant,
compressibility, and the elastic constants as well as the e
tion of state and stability of the crystal. It is always a que
tion as to how well these parameters represent the sys
potential. For that, one can conduct sensitivity studies
varying the Morse parameters slightly, say65%. However,
one needs to be careful not to vary to such an extent tha
potential approaches that for another metal. A case in poin
aluminum and lead. If theD parameter of aluminum is re
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FIG. 4. MD simulation plots
showing various stages of th
scratch process at a scratch dep
of 0.2 nm.
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duced by 10%, the potential would represent lead more t
aluminum as the other two parameters~a and r 0) are very
close. In this investigation a sensitivity analysis is conduc
for one depth of scratch~0.1 nm! by varying the most im-
portant of the Morse parameters, namely, theD parameter by
65%. Table II gives the computational parameters, detail
the aluminum work material and tool dimensions, t
indentation/scratch depth, and the length of slide used in
simulations.

IV. RESULTS

A. MD simulation results

In the following, MD simulation results of the
indentation/sliding on a single crystal aluminum at extrem
fine depths~0–0.8 nm! are presented. MD simulation plots
different stages of the process are given for a better ap
ciation of the process. It may be noted that the width of
tool in this investigation was taken as being equal to
width of the work material~perpendicular to the paper!. The
tool center coincides with the work material origin during t
indentation/sliding process. Even though in practical ca
the tool width is less than the work material width, this a
proach is used to facilitate observation of the deformat
process more clearly than by having the tool width less t
that of the work material. The discussion of the indentati
n

d

f

e

y

e-
e
e

s
-
n
n
/

sliding process is based not only on the MD simulation pl
but also on the detailed observation of the animations of
process.49

In the MD simulations, the indentation/scratch depth w
reduced from 0.8 nm to practically zero~tool sliding on the
surface! in steps. Even at nominally zero scratch depth, so
contact between the tool and the work material and sub
quent material removal was observed~as will be shown! due
to relaxation of the atoms in the structure. This condition
termed here as sliding slightly below the surface. In orde
simulate a zero scratch depth condition, the tool was initia
set slightly above the work material so that after relaxati
the surface of the work material was just beneath the tool
i.e., touching but no removal. This situation is termed
sliding on the surface. For this reason, indentations were
formed only in the depth range of 0.8–0.1 nm and not in
two special cases discussed above.

Figures 2~a!–2~d! to 7~a!–7~d! are MD simulation plots
showing the initial and the final stages of the scratch proc
at various scratch depths~0.8–0.1 nm, sliding slightly below
the surface, and sliding on the surface! showing the nature of
deformation ahead of the indenter and material remova
the form of chips. Figures 2~a!, 3~a!, 4~a!, and 5~a! are initial
stages of the scratch process~after indentation! performed at
0.8, 0.4, 0.2, and 0.1 nm scratch depth, respectively. Figu
2~b!–2~d!, 3~b!–3~d!, 4~b!–4~d!, and 5~b!–5~d! show subse-
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FIG. 5. MD simulation plots
showing various stages of th
scratch process at a scratch dep
of 0.1 nm.
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quent stages of scratching. They show the material rem
taking place via the generation of chips as in conventio
machining. However, due to the use of a high negative r
angle ~;45°! for the indenter, it can be likened more
plowing than cutting. The rake angle in cutting is the an
between the tool rake face and the normal to the cut
velocity vector. In the present case, it is the angle betw
the indenter face and the direction of scratching. Some s
surface deformation, estimated to be approximately equa
the indentation-scratch depth, especially at larger scra
depths, can also be seen. In the case of the tool slid
slightly below the surface, chip formation is not very prom
nent although a few atoms being removed from the top s
face of the work material can be seen@Figs. 6~a!–6~d!#. Ab-
sence of material removal can be seen when the tool was
on the surface of the work material without scratching@Figs.
7~a! and 7~d!#.

B. On the nature of variation of the forces and energy

Figures 8~a!–8~f! are the force-displacement plots o
tained in MD simulation of indentation/scratching at vario
depths~0.8 nm to almost zero!. They are the raw data used
the analysis. Table III summarizes the results of the M
simulation giving the values of the scratch force, norm
force, resultant force, specific energy, friction coefficient,
dentation hardness, and scratch hardness for various sc
al
l
e

e
g
n
b-
to
ch
g

r-

lid

l
-
tch

depths. In the cases where the tool was slid slightly be
the surface and on the surface, the area of contact is pr
cally zero. Consequently, the corresponding specific ene
indentation hardness, and scratch hardness values wer
calculated as they may not be very meaningful.

In the following, the nature of the force-displaceme
curves@Figs. 8~a!–8~f!# is presented. The repulsive force
considered negative. During indentation, the normal fo
increases rapidly and the scratch force~tangential force! re-
mains nearly zero. The increase in the repulsive for
though exhibiting minor fluctuations, is essentially uniform
After the indentation process, when the indenter was
along the scratch direction, the normal force drops sign
cantly. Further, during the scratch process, the primary fo
is along the scratch direction and hence the normal fo
drops significantly. As scratching proceeds, the scratch
force increases while the normal force decreases@Figs. 8~a!–
8~f!#. It can also be noted that the scratching force is low
than the normal force~also taken as the average values
Table III! as the indenter presents a high negative rake an
~245°! during the sliding process. Once the indenter h
moved through a specified scratch distance, it was retra
from the work material. The force corresponding to this se
ment of the simulation drops to zero as the tool-work se
ration increases. Hysteresis in the indentation-retrac
curve can also be seen. In the cases of sliding slightly be
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FIG. 6. MD simulation plots
showing various stages of th
scratch process in the case of th
indenter sliding slightly below the
surface of the work material.
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the surface and on the surface, indentation was not
formed. Consequently, Figs. 8~e! and 8~f! do not have inden-
tation force trends. Even as the sliding depth is reduced f
0.8 to 0.1 nm, the position of the thrust-force curve w
respect to the cutting-force curve seems to be constan
other words, comparison of Figs. 8~a! to 8~e! suggests tha
the ratio of the cutting force to the thrust force is nea
constant as will be shown in the subsequent discussion
the case of sliding on the surface both the forces seem t
close to zero@Fig. 8~f!#.

In general, indentation tests are conducted at cons
load. However, in the present investigation, a constant ve
ity condition is used instead, for convenience. Consequen
the indentation force is taken as the average of the fo
during the entire indentation process. The indentation ha
ness of the work material is evaluated as the average f
over the contact area of the indenter with the work mater
The scratch hardness was calculated as the scratch force
the deformation supporting area of the indenter. The frict
coefficient is evaluated as the ratio of the scratch force o
the normal force, where the forces are the average va
over the scratch length.

Figures 9~a!–9~c! show the variation of the scratchin
force, the normal force, the resultant force, the friction co
ficient, and the specific energy during the scratch process
various scratch depths. Figure 9~a! is the variation of the
r-

m
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-
or

scratching force, the normal force, and the resultant fo
with scratch depth. A depth of;0.05 nm is assumed in th
case of the indenter sliding slightly below the surface. T
force values in the case of the indenter sliding on the surf
are plotted before the force values in the case of the inde
sliding slightly below the surface~0.05 nm!. The forces can
be observed to reduce with decreasing scratch depth. B
the scratch and the normal forces seem to follow a stra
line relationship with scratch depth. Also, the normal force
higher than the scratch force in all the cases~except for slid-
ing on the surface! suggesting that scratching is performe
with a high negative rake tool. Figure 9~b! shows the varia-
tion of friction coefficient with scratch depth. Since th
forces in the case of sliding on the surface were observe
be very close to zero~Table III!, the friction coefficient value
is not plotted for this case. It can be seen that the frict
coefficient is nearly constant for various depths of scrat
ing. Figure 9~c! shows the variation of specific energy wit
scratch depth, which shows an increasing trend with decr
ing scratch depth. This can be attributed to the size ef
similar to the ones reported by other researchers.50–53

Figure 10 shows the variation of the scratch hardness w
scratch depth. The scratch hardness can be seen to inc
with decreasing scratch depth. This increase is small as
depth is reduced from 0.8 to 0.4 nm. However, further
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FIG. 7. MD simulation plots
showing various stages of th
scratch process in the case of th
indenter sliding on the surface o
the work material.
as
o
ta
hi
si
e
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duction in the scratch depth results in a significant incre
in the scratch hardness as shown in Fig. 10. Figure 11 sh
the variation of indentation hardness with depth of inden
tion. At the extremely small indentation depths used in t
study, an increase in indentation hardness with decrea
depth of indentation can be seen, again indicating a size
fect.
e
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-
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C. Sensitivity of results due to variation in the D
parameter

of the Morse potential

Table IV summarizes the results of the sensivity analy
conducted for one depth of scratch~0.1 nm! by varying the
most important of the Morse parameters, namely, theD pa-
TABLE III. Results of MD simulation study of nanoindentation sliding conducted on aluminum single crystals with~001!@100# orien-
tation for different depths.

Depth of
indentation-
scratch~nm!

Scratch
force/unit

width
(Fs) (102 N/mm)

Normal
force/unit

width (Fn)
(102 N/mm)

Friction coef-
ficient

(Fs /Fn)

Resultant
force/unit

width (FR)
(102 N/mm!

Specific
energya

~GPa!

Indentation
hardness
~GPa!

Scratch hard-
ness~GPa!

0.8 1.485 2.127 0.698 2.594 18.3 5.068 21.360
0.4 0.741 1.148 0.645 1.366 18.3 5.460 23.074
0.2 0.443 0.724 0.612 0.878 21.9 5.930 30.486
0.1 0.337 0.510 0.661 0.611 33.3 5.871 40.974
Slightly
below the
surface

0.167 0.296 0.565 0.334

Sliding on
the surface

0.019 0.009 2.111 0.021

aEnergy required for removing unit volume of material.
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FIG. 8. Force-displacement plots obtained in MD simulation of indentation/scratching at various depths~a! 0.8 nm,~b! 0.4 nm,~c! 0.2
nm, ~d! 0.1 nm,~e! sliding slightly below the surface, and~f! sliding on the surface.
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rameter by65%. It can be seen that the scratch force,
normal force, and the resultant force decrease with decr
ing D parameter. However, the variation is within the expe
mental error limits. As theD parameter is reduced, with th
other parameters remaining constant, the well depth of
Morse potential curve decreases. This results in a reduc
in the force required to deform the atomic bonds. Con
quently, both the scratch and the normal forces decrease
decreasingD parameter. The reverse holds true when theD
parameter is increased resulting in an increase in the for
However, the data in Table IV show that when theD param-
eter is varied by65%, the corresponding friction coefficien
values vary by,1%.
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V. DISCUSSION

It can be seen from Fig. 9~b! that the friction coefficient is
independent of the depth of sliding and the values of frict
coefficient are significantly high~;0.6!. This is attributed to
the tool ~slider! presenting a high negative rake angle
245° during sliding. It may be noted that the 90° inden
used in the present investigation is considered as a s
indenter in the indentation field, which in fact is a blunt to
in cutting with a245° rake. Other pyramidal or conical in
denters with higher included angles as well as spherical
denters present even higher negative rake angles. Mar
and Shaw54 reported the mean grinding coefficient, which
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the ratio of the cutting force to thrust force for grinding wi
a silicon carbide wheel, to be 0.47. In an earlier MD sim
lation study, on the effect of tool rake angle~over a wide
range from 0° to275°! on the ratio of forces, Komandur
Chandrasekaran, and Raff50 reported the ratio of the cutting
to the thrust force for a245° rake tool to be 0.58. Table V
gives the ratios of the cutting to the thrust force for vario
rake angles from 0 to275°. It can be seen that as the ra
angle decreases from 0° to275°, the ratio also decrease
from 1.17 to 0.424, showing a strong effect of this ratio
the rake angle. In a subsequent study on the effect of
geometry in nanometric cutting, Komanduri, Chandrase
ran, and Raff55 carried out MD simulations by varying th
tool edge radiusr (3.62– 21.72 nm) and depths of c
d (0.362– 2.172 nm) by maintaining thed/r ratio constant
~0.1, 0.2, and 0.3!. They reported the ratio of the cutting~or

FIG. 9. Variation of~a! the scratching force, the normal forc
the resultant force,~b! the friction coefficient, and~c! the specific
energy during the scratch process for various scratch depths~0.8 nm
to almost 0!.

FIG. 10. Variation of scratch hardness with scratch depth
-

s

ol
-

scratch, in this case! to the thrust~or normal! force to be in
the range of 0.5–0.8 due to the high effective negative r
presented by the tool edge radius relative to the depth of
Based on the results of the simulations presented here, it
be seen that the friction coefficient values are in close ag
ment with those reported in the literature. Since the ra
angle remains constant even with decreasing depths du
the scratch process, the resulting ratio of the scratch forc
the normal force~friction coefficient! should be nearly con-
stant as found in this investigation.

Based on the sensitivity analysis, it is observed that
forces exhibit small variations as theD parameter of the
Morse potential is varied. This is attributed to the variation
the material properties with changes in the Morse poten
parameters. However, the friction coefficient varied only
a maximum of 1% as theD parameter was varied by65%.
This suggests that the results obtained in this investiga
are insensitive to variations in the Morse potential parame
within the experimental error percentage~65%!. The results
also support the claim that the friction coefficient is high
dependent on the tool geometry and it remains constant e
with small variations in material properties.

It can be noted from the review of literature that a wi
range of friction coefficient values were reported from e
tremely low ~0.005–0.015!6,7,33 to extremely high~Garzino-
Demo and Lama28 reported a friction coefficient value of 1.
and Shimizuet al.29 reported maximum friction coefficien
value of ;19!. In one of the simulations conducted in th
present investigation with the indenter just sliding on t
surface~without material removal! of the work material, the
friction coefficient was found to be somewhat high~2.1! ~see
Table III!. However, based on the force values reported
Table III as well as the raw force data@Fig. 8~f!#, it can be
seen that the magnitude of the forces are extremely low
close to zero. Hence, it is possible that in sliding frictio
processes where the slider moves on the surface without
terial removal, the forces can be extremely low and ve
close to zero. However, when the slider is moving on
surface at a finite depth, in addition to the molecular inter
tions, mechanical contact and subsequent damage of the
strate are possible.27 Under such conditions, it is not appro
priate to assume that sliding experiments are nondestruc
A similar situation exists when measuring the surface fin
with a stylus type of instrument, especially on soft materi
~e.g., aluminum and copper used in optical mirrors!. One can
clearly observe the scratches made by the stylus with a
sitive instrument. Use of a noncontact surface finish mea
ing instrument, such as an optical interference contrast
croscope, is the only alternate to measure surface roughn

FIG. 11. Variation of indentation hardness with depth of inde
tation.
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TABLE IV. Results of MD simulation study on the stability of Morse potential by varying theD parameter.

Variation of D
parameter

Scratch force/
unit width (Fs)

102 ~N/mm!

Normal force/
unit width (Fn)

102 ~N/mm!

Resultant force
/unit width (FR)

102 ~N/mm!
Friction coeffi-
cient (Fs /Fn)

0.2703 0.337 0.510 0.611 0.661
0.2568~25%! 0.310 0.465 0.559 0.667
0.2838~15%! 0.348 0.525 0.630 0.663
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Indeed, the nature of scratching by a stylus-type instrum
has to be reevaluated in terms of elastic and plastic defor
tion of a blunt indenter at extremely light loads.

When the sliding process is destructive resulting in p
manent deformation of the substrate, it very much resem
the atomic-scale scratching process. In such a case,
forces are defined by the tool nomenclature in addition
various other factors~depth of sliding, work material prop
erties, etc.!. Even when sliding is performed at a few atom
layers depth, the tip of an AFM or STM presents a hi
effective negative rake angle similar to a spherical inden
Consequently, based on this study, it is proposed that as
as the rake angle of the tool plays a significant role in
scratch process, the friction coefficient will be a measure
the force ratio. However, when the slider slides on the s
face without any material removal and the rake angle ef
is insignificant, the friction coefficient depends on a numb
of other factors including the accuracy of the instrumentat
used to measure forces and the surface state. Unless the
face is covered by a lubricant, it is unlikely that the frictio
coefficient would be low, as some researchers reported
lier. For example, Mateet al.6 and Erlandssonet al.7 re-
ported friction coefficient values in the range of 0.005
0.015. However, their experiments were conducted
ambient air. It is possible that the surfaces may have b
covered with a monolayer of a weak film that may ha
acted as a lubricant. In such cases, sliding involves brea
of weak van der Waal bonds as opposed to the much stro
metallic bonds that we represent with a Morse potential t
can result in very low friction coefficient values. In the ca
of MD simulations, the surfaces are atomically smooth a
totally free of any contaminant.

Both the indentation and scratch hardness were obse
to increase with decreasing depth. It may be noted that
calculated hardness values are an order of magnitude hi
than the engineering values obtained at a macro level as
observed earlier by other research workers.38,43 This can be
attributed to the fact that as the experimentation scale

TABLE V. Variation of the force ratio for various rake angle
~Ref. 50!.

Rake angle~degrees! Force ratio~cutting/thrust!

0 1.170
215 0.922
230 0.714
245 0.579
260 0.526
275 0.424
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creases, the plastic deformation is governed by the theo
cal yield strength of the material. Belak, Boercker, a
Stowers.38 reported a hardness of 5.4 GPa for a silver su
strate based on their MD simulations. This is close to
theoretical hardness value of 4.5 GPa. They also propos
similar rationale for the high hardness values.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

MD simulations of indentation/scratching were perform
on single crystal aluminum at extremely low depths~0–0.8
nm! to investigate atomic-scale friction, such as the variat
of friction coefficient and hardness with scratch/indentat
depth. The following are some of the specific conclusio
that may be drawn based on this investigation.

~1! The ratio of scratch force to the normal force~friction
coefficient! was observed to be significantly high~;0.6! and
independent of the normal force on the indenter in the na
Newton range. One reason for the higher friction coefficie
values is that in MD simulations, the surfaces are totally f
from any contaminant.

~2! The friction coefficient was found to be constant a
independent of scratch depth except when the indenter
slid on the surface of the crystal without any material
moval~zero scratch depth!. This indicates that when materia
removal is involved in atomic-scale friction, the friction co
efficient is dependent of the rake angle presented by the
denter and does not depend either on the scratch depth o
normal force.

~3! That the friction coefficient is independent of the no
mal force in atomic-scale friction involving material remov
can be explained on the basis of large negative rake a
presented by the indenter during sliding. As the scratch de
increases, the normal force also increases, but the fric
coefficient remains nearly constant due to constant r
angle.

~4! In an earlier MD simulation study on the effect of to
rake angle, Komanduri, Chandrasekaran, and Raff50 reported
the ratio of cutting to thrust force for a245° rake tool to be
0.58, which is close to the friction coefficient value of 0
with a 90° indenter reported here.

~5! Both the indentation and scratch hardness values
found to increase with decreasing depth strongly sugges
a size effect.

~6! A sensivity analysis was conducted for one depth
scratch~0.1 nm! by varying the most important of the Mors
parameters, namely, theD-parameter by65%. The resultant
variation in the friction coefficient is observed to be,1%.
The results are, therefore, rather insensitive to small va
tions in the model interaction potential.

~7! Based on the MD simulation results, it appears that
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low values of friction coefficient reported in the literature a
possible only when the surfaces are covered with a lubric
In such cases sliding involves breaking of weak van
Waal bonds that can result in very low friction coefficie
values. Extrinsic factors such as surface contaminants, l
environment, etc., may affect the friction coefficient valu
in addition to molecular interactions between the contact
surfaces.
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